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Dear Prof Richards, dear colleagues in the Council’s Secretariat:
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute a consultation response to the current Working Party
on Biological and Health Data. We are enclosing here comments on the discreet issue of the
taxonomy used for genetic data, focusing in particular, on so-called ‘anonymous’ samples.
While we provide more detailed comment below, our basic points can be summarized as follows:








High level guidance documents suggest that withdrawal of consent and samples and the
provision of feedback are impossible in the case of anonymous samples. In view of recent
developments in science and consumer-driven genomics such statements are misleading.
They only muddle complex ethical questions about possible entitlements to control over
samples.
We therefore propose that terms such as ‘anonymised’, ‘anonymous’ or ‘non-identifiable’
be removed entirely from documents describing research samples—especially from those
aimed at the public. This is necessary as a matter of conceptual clarity and because failure
to do so may jeopardise public trust in the governance of large scale databases.
As there is wide variation in the taxonomy for tissue samples and no uniform national or
international standards, we also propose that a numeral-based universal coding system be
implemented that focuses on specifying incremental levels of identifiability, rather than
use terms that imply that the reidentification of research samples and associated actions
are categorically impossible.
Given the data-sharing and data-mining practices of today, standards for deidentification
may be inadequate to protect individuals and participants in population research.

For full disclosure, we should also add that that this contribution has another report of the
Council at its origin, and involved several individuals associated with the Council in different
roles in the past: Harald Schmidt first came to think about the issue while working on the
Secretariat’s side on the Council’s 2003 Report on Pharmacogentics. A short section along
similar lines found its way into the report (see paragraph 3.33 and environs). The first draft of
the paper that forms the basis of this submission was then produced with Caroline Rogers, one of
the Council’s Research Officers. The paper was later continued with Shawneequa Callier, a
former intern at the Council. Julia Trusler and Varsha Jagadesham, both Research Officers, also
provided critical comment on different stages of the manuscript.
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We hope that our submission is of use to the Working Party’s deliberations, and would be happy
to clarify any points that should require further discussion.
Sincerely,
Shawneequa Callier, Harald Schmidt
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What are the new privacy issues?
The storage, re-use, and linking of biological data with health information, along with the
magnitude of data being stored, are intensifying existing challenges related to privacy for
individuals and groups.
The summary below describes our work highlighting threats to the concept of “anonymity” of
samples used in research. The possibility of reidentifying sample contributors to research
because of global data-sharing practices is the subject of much debate and a source of public
consternation about genomic research.(1-8)
Note: the text below includes excerpts from a paper published as: Schmidt, H., Callier, S. 2012.
How anonymous is ‘anonymous’? Some suggestions towards a coherent universal coding system
for genetic samples. Journal of Medical Ethics. 38.5 (2012): 304-309.
1. Re-identification of alleged anonymous samples
While many research participants’ names and identifying characteristics are routinely removed
from genomic samples and data used in research, reidentification of participant samples and data
is possible using publicly available databases, thus raising the question of whether genetic
information can ever truly be considered deidentified.(3, 9)
The use of so-called ‘anonymous’ tissue samples and data have historically justified the sharing,
storage, and re-use of patient and research participant materials with limited consent. For
example, using ‘anonymous’ or ‘anonymised’ biological samples is widely perceived as an
appropriate way of reconciling conflicts between the control, privacy and confidentiality interests
of those from whom the samples originated and the public (or commercial) interest in carrying
out research.(10) Although scholars debate the gravity of the risks raised by reidentification,
with some challenging the sufficiency of deidentification and anonymization for protecting
privacy and autonomy interests (3, 11) and others maintaining that re-identification is difficult
and rare (12)—scientific discoveries made in recent years show that data can indeed be
reidentified if several steps are taken by third parties.(1, 4) Claims that feedback or return of
results is impossible due to the “anonymous” status of samples is therefore disingenuous because
of reidentification capabilities.
As we explain in “How anonymous is ‘anonymous’?” significant ambiguity and semantic
confusion exists internationally because of the diferent terms used to describe de-identification.
The best way of avoiding this situation would be to remove terms such as ‘deidentified,’
‘anonymised’ and ‘anonymous’ from policy documents at all levels, especially those aimed at
patients or research participants. The same goes for ‘non-identifiable’ samples or samples where
links to individuals are ‘irreversibly deidentified.’ Instead, it would seem possible to
adopt a numerical instead of a verbal classification system to signify different degrees of
identifiability.
2. The adequacy of standards for anonymization/de-identification
As global data-sharing continues, the following will be critical (1) international privacy laws (2)
data-mining and data-selling, and (3) inconsistencies in data-sharing policies globally.
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a. Privacy Rules
Regulatory consent policies typically only govern identifiable samples. For example, in the USA
and the UK, consent is usually required for the use of research samples that can be linked to the
person from whom they came. Where biological samples undergo a process of deidentification
or anonymisation, however, individual consent is typically not required by law. Under policies
promulgated by the Office of Human Research Protections in the US, research involving samples
and data that “cannot be linked to specific individuals by the investigator(s) either directly or
through coding systems” are not considered to be human subjects research –and therefore do not
require consent to be used and shared in different research protocols.(13) Similarly, under
HIPAA, the US privacy and security law that governs heath care providers, insurers, and health
care clearinghouses, “protected health information” that is no longer deemed ‘individually
identifiable health information’ may be used in research without authorization. Equally, under
the UK’s Human Tissue Act 2004, tissue from the living may be stored and/or used without
consent for health related research when such projects have been ethically approved and ‘the
tissue is anonymised such that the researcher is not in possession of information identifying the
person from whose body the material has come and is not likely to come into possession of it.’3
In the United States alone, however, numerous laws govern the use of samples and data
inconsistently—and coverage and protection will depend on the original use and procurement of
samples and medical information. For example, data containing identifiable beneficiary or
physician information are protected by the Privacy Act of 1974 (which binds only Federal
agencies and applies only to records in the possession and control of Federal agencies),4 the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), state law, and other
federal laws, such as the Common Rule and the FDA Protection of Human Subjects Regulations.
Medicare providers, for instance, must comply with the Privacy Rule and the Privacy Act of
1974.
A number of scholars have debated whether these privacy rules adequately secure patient and
research participant data, (3, 11, 14, 15) with many of the earlier concerns raised largely within
the context of hypothetical scenarios. Research published recently, however, details how
investigators reidentified research participants using genealogy information publicly available on
the internet and comparing said information with deidentified genomic data.(1, 2, 12, 16) While
genetic information does not itself identify an individual in the absence of other identifying
information, it is clear that a person’s genetic code could be construed as a unique identifier in
that it could be used to match a sequence in one biospecimen bank with another sample from a
databank that does include identifiers (17-19).

b. Data-selling and data-mining
Data-mining and data-sharing practices aggravate the privacy challenges raised by the
inadequacies of current privacy laws. The Privacy Rule, for instance, does not apply to everyone
in the health-care industry. For example, employers often house large amounts of health
information, but generally employers are not covered health entities under HIPAA. Other parties
3
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such as advertising companies, life insurance companies, data-mining companies, financial
institutions, and social networking websites operate outside of the jurisdiction of most health
privacy laws, including HIPAA. Further, many of these entities’’ privacy policies could be
changed at any time.
Meanwhile, deidentified data is sometimes sold to insurance companies and data mining
companies. Pharmacies, for instance, sell prescription drug data to data mining companies,
which in turn sell this data to insurers and drug manufacturers. Drug manufacturers are not
covered entities, but insurers may use patients’ identifiable health information for operational
purposes. While it is clear that insurers may not sell protected health information or use protected
health information in ways that contravene the Privacy Rule, they may sometimes buy it and
access PHI in ways that insured individuals do not anticipate. Importantly, we have limited
information about the extent of data-mining and the impact of data-selling among marketing
professionals on individuals’ privacy.
3. Inconsistent data-sharing policies used in global research
Despite all the great efforts to engage and partner with communities, it is unclear how well the
populations who participate in genomic research are protected under current legal and policy
regimes. The enhanced capability of investigators globally to combine large and complex
datasets in an environment when genomic data taken from different populations are subject to
local beliefs and regulatory systems is one major hurdle.
Because of the social and scientific value of gathering and analyzing large data sets containing
genomic information—prevailing international laws favor a collaborative research environment
over an absolute individual right to control one’s genetic samples and data. Due to these
principles, investigators often have free access to pre-publication sequence data that was rapidly
released into public nucleotide sequence databases (20)--many of which contain information
from various global populations. Data from genome-wide association studies (GWAS)— studies
that measure hundreds of thousands of genetic mutations to identify common genetic traits that
influence diseases—for instance, are stored in such databases. These same types of studies were
singled out as possibly creating reidentification risks for research participants, causing national
funders to limit access to genomic data repositories using controlled-access databases that
require a data access committee to grant access.(4, 21)
Proposed changes to current rules require that individuals be informed explicitly that their data
will be deposited into open or controlled-access databases,(22) but such processes do not protect
individuals who belong to a group that is characterized as being genetically predispositioned to
alcoholism or crime, for instance, and who could be stigmatized whether or not they participate
in research.(23, 24). Nor do these policies guarantee that third parties, especially those located in
other countries will follow the rules and policies of the original procurers of samples and data. In
the United States, for instance, personal health information belonging to a person who has been
deceased for 50 years may be used in research without an authorized representatives’
consent.(25) Such a policy could raise controversy among members of specific groups in
indigenous communities in the US or abroad.
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Generally, the legal system is not set up to handle international or indigenous communities’
claims to property rights and privacy rights. Currently, multi-institutional agreements govern
investigators, and require them to follow data-release policies that are sensitive to the needs of
local participants in research. But as we have seen in the case of Henrietta Lacks, various gaps
in US and international laws provide opportunity for the unethical sharing of genomic data.
Henrietta Lacks and her family are now famously known among the general public due to
Rebecca Skloot’s 2010 best-selling book, “The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks,” which details
the emotional struggles of the Lacks family in grappling with the unethical handling of Ms.
Lacks’ identity, privacy, and self-determination over her biological materials. Members of the
public and research community have similarly pointed to disrespect for Lacks’ private life and
autonomy, and the unjust enrichment of investigators who have benefited from their research on
the HeLa cells while her family remained poor.(27, 28) Although the HeLa story has caused a
stir among members of various socioeconomic communities throughout the United States—
leading to a public apology by Johns Hopkins University to the Lacks family—Skloot’s
publication did not stop researchers in Germany from publishing her full genome earlier this year
in 2013.(29)
As a result of much public criticism, the investigators removed the data from the public domain
and other papers were put on hold while the National Institutes of Health (NIH) initiated a
negotiation with the Lacks family.(30) After a series of talks, NIH established the HeLa
Genome Data Access Working Group of the Advisory Committee to the Director, which is a
special committee charged with reviewing the release of data from the HeLa Genome with input
from two serving members of the Lacks family.(30) These laudable efforts on the part of
leadership in the biomedical research community demonstrate a swift and thoughtful response to
the Lacks family’s disgruntlement with the investigators’ failure to consult with them about
publicizing information that could reveal heritable traits and information about Ms. Lacks and
her descendants. They also represent a response from the research community to the public’s
outcry over the privacy violations experienced by the Lacks family.
Considering the international nature of the recent HeLa controversy and the privacy implications
for the Lacks family, challenges related to global data sharing and the potential for family and
group harm resulting from data sharing are clearly important. As other countries build their own
genomic research laboratories and data collection processes, more guidance is needed on how to
protect research participants globally.(26)
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